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Many works have been devoted to the variational principles of mechanics; of these we 

mention only the monographs [l to 41. 

The well known integral variational formulations of problems of mechanics assume 

that the position of the mechanical system is specified at the end of the time interval 

under consideration. However, the final position is usually not known, while the initial 

position and velocity, are. Variational formulations of this problem with given initial con- 

ditions are presented here for linear systems with equations having constant coefficients. 

1. The first form of the variational principle. Let us consider a system of particles 

which has n degrees of freedom. We shall denote the generalized coordinates by qt, 

q%, . . . , q,. It will be assumed that the kinetic energy T and the potential energy of the 

system proper U are representable as positive definite quadratic forms with constant coeffi- 

cients in the generalized velocities and the generalized coordinates, respectively 
12 12 

(1.1) 
" i,k=l 

The external forces ft, . . . , f, .act on 

V= 

The Lagrangian then has the form 

i, k=l 

the system. The potential of these forces is 

0.2) 

(1.3) 

If the positions of the system at the times t = 0 and t = ‘Tare known, then, according to 

Hamilton’s principle, the system moves between these positions in such a way that 
X 

(1.4) 

For given positions at the times t = 0 and t = 7, it follows from the condition (1.4) 

that the equations of motion of the system are 
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d aL a12 = ,) 

--;.-_ or (i’ 1,3,. . ., n). (1.5) 
dt aq, dqi k=l 

Let us now turn to the case in which the position and velocity of the system are speci- 

fied at the initial time t = 0. Without loss of generality we may take 

Qi (0) = 0, qi’(O) = 0 (1.6) 

Taking into account the form of the Lagrangian (1.3), we shall examine the functional 

7 

A = 
s 

K* (q, q*, q’, q’*, t) dt 

0 

?I n n n (1.7) 

i,k=l I, Ii=1 i=l $=l 

We assume here that the functions qi and qi* are mutually independent functional argu- 

ments and that the fi* as well as the fi are given functions. The particular form of the 

functions fi* will be determined later. 

We consider the first variation of the functional (1.7) 

(1.8) 

The following notation is introduced : 

n ?a II 

L+ = f 2 alkq~*qk’+ - f 2 ‘&i+qk* + x fi*q{+ 
i, k=l {,k=l i=l 

Then 

or 

aK* 
a4 = i +kq,’ 

i k=l 

After making use of Equations (1.9). the variation (1.8) can be represented in the form 

+i aik [qf’ (t) 6qk* (z) + q{‘* (z) &, (z) - 9; to) hk* (‘1 - q;+ (‘1 b, (‘)I 
&k=l 

(1.10) 

It follows from Equation (1.10) that 6A = 0 if the functions qi satisfy the equations 

(1.5) and the initial conditions (1.6) and the functions qi* satisfy the equations 
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d aL* aL* =. or 
----q--y 
dt h, ag* + CikQl;*) = fi* (1.11) 

)I=1 

and the conditions 

Pi* &I = @* qi’* (a) = 0 (1.12) 

We now transform the auxiliary problem (1.11) and (1.12) to the form of the problem 

under study (1.5) and (1.6). We introduce the new variable 

TJ=-r---t 

and define 

rih) z GQ*& -_rif~ &@I) = fi* @ -rl) 

A k, r’rqf = I,* !9+ @ -q)t 4’* & -qll),z -ql 

We remark that 

drt 

‘i’ = drl - - - (It’* (z - ‘1) 

(1.13) 

(1.14) 

(1.15) 

According to the relation (1.9). we have 

(1.16) 

Equations (1.11) and the conditions (1.12) now take the form 

d ah aA 
-.-y--‘;-= 

() or 

aq art dr; 
+ Cik’k) = g, 

kc1 

(1.17) 

q(O) = 0, ri’ (0) = 0 

in the new notation. 

The equations (1.17) and the conditions (1.18) which have been obtained differ from 

(1.5) and the conditions (1.6) only as regards the notation for the variables. If we now 

denote 

11 = t, ‘i = Qit gi = fi (1.19) 

the equations of the auxiliary problem (1.17) with the initial conditions (1.18) coincide 

completely with the equations of the problem under study (1.5) and initial conditions (1.6). 

The relations (1.14) and (1.19) permit us to express qi* and fi* in terms of the func- 

tions qi and fi 

41i* (z - t) = qi(t), fi* (z - t) = fit4 (1.20! 

It is easy to verify that the equations 

Pi* (t) = Qi(z - t)t fi* (L) = ji(i - t) (1.21) 

follow from (1.20). 

Substituting the obtained functipns qi* and fi* into:pe fuactional fl.?), ye obtain 

the following variationa’ principle of mechanics. Fo+giveti initial”position an‘d rklocrty, 

the true motion of the system in the time interval (0, 7) is such that the integral 
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is stationary. Here the function K has the form 
(1.23) 

K = - i airqi’(l) qk’ (T - t) - i ‘&yi it) 91, tT 
i. k=l i.k=l i=i 

2. The second form of Ule variational principle. We shall formulate a variational 

principle of mechanics for the case in which the motion of the system is described with 

the aid of generalized coordinates and momenta. The problem under consideration is de- 

fined by Hamilton’s equations 

(2.1) 
pi’ = - Ei 

f: rikqiqk- i Fiji 
i,k=l i=1 (2.2) 

with the initial conditions 

4i(OI = 0, Pi(O) = 0 (2.3) 

The validity of the following variational principle can be proved for the present prob- 

lem. For given initial positions and momenta the true motion of the system in the time in- 

ternal (0, T) is such that the integal 
T PI 

J= Pi CT - QQi (t) + G [q W* !7 (r - q, P (0, (2.4) 

0 

is stationary. Here the function C has the form 

To prove this principle we take the first variation of the functional (2.4) 

+ li 

Taking account of the equation 
r 1 

c 
U (t) * (r - t) f/t Y U (t - t) V (f) C/t 

0’ 
s 
0 

we obtain from (2.2) and (2.5) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 
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ac aH[q(z--), p(z--9. z---11 ac 011 19 (t - I), I’ (v - t), T - t] 
- ~_ - _______ 

a(l,= ‘9, (’ - t) ‘Pi dPi (t - t) (2.8) 

By virtue of the relations (2.8). the variation (2.6) is equal to zero if the conditions 

(2.3) and the equations 

9i’ (t - t) + 
a’~Ir/(r---t)* P@--tt), z-t]_O 

aPi 0 - t) 

pi’ (t - t) - 
8’119 (z - t), p (t - t), z - t] 

89; (r - t) 
-0 

(2.9) 

are satisfied. Since these equations differ from the Hamilton’s equations (2.1) only as 

regards the notation of the independent variable, the variational principle is proved. 
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